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Ink Construction was tapped to complete the tenant finish of
the east Wichita location of Bricktown Brewery. The six week
construction schedule provided a bit of a logistics challenge in
getting a series of unique materials and necessary equipment
in a timely manner.
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Bricktwon Brewery untilizes unique materials and artwork to
create as sense of place that is warm and inviting and feels
like a neighborhood favorite from day one. Like Bricktown,
Ink is also a neighborhood favorite for restaurant construction.

t

The brick was located in Denver, shipped and custom cut
in Texas and delivered to the jobsite in Wichita. Reclaimed
redwood was cut to expose the raw wood for use on wall
panels and shelving. Custom metal open pane sliding
windows were installed in the dining area. Galvinized pipe
was utilized for bar shelving. Over 30 tap lines were run,
and all the kitchen equipment was installed, tested, and ready
to go. Add a state-of-the-art audio/video system and custom
bottle light fixtures and Bricktown Brewery serves up a
one-of-a-kind dining and drinking experience.

Wichita, KS East Location

Ink Construction delivered the new Bricktown
Brewery location in east Wichita in six weeks
including an outdoor patio addition.
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The large window kitchen area extends the customer experience and opens up the main dining area.
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Prefect for sporting events all areas are equiped with stateof-the-art audio/video equipment, making the restaurant a
great place to catch the game with friends.

The two main dining areas are divided by custom metal
open pane doors that provide separation while still
connecting the rooms.
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Bar area features distres brick walls, galvinized pipe shelves, custom lighting and over thirty glourious beer taps.
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The ambiance is carried throughout the restaurant
with thoughtful lighting and artwork that makes each
section of the restaurant warm and inviting.

The combination of materials such as reclaimed redwood,
distressed brick, and custom metal work create a unique
sense of place that is Bricktown Brewery.
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Ink specializes in restaurant construction and understands all the
unique requirements and challenges of food service projects involved
in quick-service, casual dining, and fine dining experiences.
Ink knows restaurants. Ink knows site selection, building codes,
health codes, kitchen layouts, service lines, parking lots, drive-thrus,
lighting and security. The Ink team provides premier construction
consultation, project management and general contracting services
for all aspects of restaurant facilities whether it is tenant improvement
or a ground-up development.

Ink Construction is currently licensed to work in or
has completed projects all states indicated in blue.

Ink can deliver completed projects to your exact specifications
and provide the highest quality of work because of our proven
team-based approach to the construction process.
Ink Construction wants to be your builder of choice. In choosing Ink,
you’ll have a full-service general contracting and construction
company that is ready to go when you are and delivers quality at
every turn. Ink specializes in restaurant, retail, hotel, office, and
multi-family construction and understands all the unique requirements
each bring to the building process. Whether it is tenant improvements
or ground-up construction, Ink has the experience, knowledge,
craftsmanship and team to make your project successful.

Ink Construction, LLC
8335 E. Kellogg Drive
Wichita, KS 67207
Office: (316) 681-3500
Fax:
(316) 681-3300
Mailing Address:

P.O. Box 780427
Wichita, Kansas 67278

